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ow many times do you call Emergency services for help? Hopefully never,
yet you expect the phone to be answered and assistance provided when you
do. What about breakdown assistance on the motorway for your car? We all pay for
the peace of mind that membership provides, knowing that 'one day' something may
happen, but we hope that the 'one day' never does. VMR Southport offers membership
for $77 per annum for breakdown assistance on the water. We are also an emergency
response service. This means that we will respond to all distress calls, even if you are
not a member. We assist the Police, Ambulance and Fire Services in their roles also.
Your $77 membership fee not only keeps you and your vessel covered, it also keeps the
waterways safe.
We currently have 4 Rescue vessels in our fleet, each with unique capabilities that
can be utilised from tasks as simple as providing battery jump start assistance, right
up to towing yachts offshore, or carrying Emergency Paramedics with a patient on a
stretcher.
Active Crew Members make up 6 crews, each of which have about 12 members
who are spread across various levels of expertise. We maintain at least 72 crew
members with a minimum of 12 Offshore Skippers, 8 Coxswains and a further 12
Inshore qualified Skippers, in order to ensure that all our vessels can be appropriately
operated. We are also a Registered Training Organisation (RTO), which means the
rigorous training we provide is Industry acknowledged, in the case of our volunteers
ever transferring to another region, or becoming professional Skippers in external
employment.
We also have another 40 plus volunteers who provide a marine radio watch service
at both our Rescue Base and at the Gold Coast Seaway Tower. Radio Operators provide
a visual and listening watch on marine radios, and are often the first people to become
aware of marine emergencies. They then alert all other relevant Emergency services.
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Gold Coast Seaway Tower

May I wish a safe holiday season to all our volunteers, members and readers.
Remember if you are not a member yet, it only takes 5 minutes to join online at
vmrsouthport.com.au

Safe boating
Martin Walsh
President 2018 - 2019

Hours:
Mon - Sun: 0500 - 1800
Phone: 5591 2948
Fax:
5571 2360

FRONT COVER:

A severe summer storm about to
batter the Broadwater.

DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed by the authors and
contributors of articles in the Vsheet are not
necessarily those of Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southport - Surfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. (VMR)
nor does VMR guarantee the accuracy of
statements made by contributors or advertisers
or accept any responsibility for any product or
service statement made herein.

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF VMR SOUTHPORT
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JULES SMIBERT

INSHORE SKIPPER
JOINED VMR MARCH 2011

WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
I love being on the water but have never owned a boat. I wanted
to join a community service organisation as my kids were older, and
I had a little more time on my hands. I was considering The State
Emergency Service (SES) but heard about VMR from a friend early
in 2011. It sounded like a great way to combine several interests and
aspirations.
I’ve spent about 30 years employed in the international freight
forwarding industry, currently as a business development executive, so
VMR also gives me time to wind down after a busy work week.

WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF
VMR?
I enjoy helping to provide a really worthwhile rescue service for
the Gold Coast’s boating community. The camaraderie with fellow
volunteers is also excellent. The added opportunity for learning,
gaining recognised marine qualifications, and being trained by
experienced and expert boaties, who freely give of their time to train
other volunteers, is also priceless
WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU
HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN?
A few years ago a 12 metre yacht lost its steering whilst
approaching the Gold Coast Seaway. The swells were significant and
the seas were rough. I was a crew member on Marine Rescue 1 when
we went to the aid of the two persons on board. We assisted them by
attaching a towline to their yacht, and then towed them back inside the
Seaway. It was a fairly routine tow in some respects but the conditions
made it quite serious and it was a very bumpy ride for those onboard
both the yacht and our Rescue vessel. Our Skipper had to use extreme
skill and experience to keep the speed up so that the yacht didn’t
broach in the Seaway entrance. The smiles on the yachties faces when
we got them back into calm water was all the thanks we needed.
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WHAT DO I DO IN MY SPARE TIME?
My family is very important to me. I have five adult kids, four
grandkids, four step kids and a VERY supportive wife, which is
imperitive if you want to spend time outside the family volunteering.
I’m an active member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and enjoy service opportunities in the Church community. I
also like reading biographies and modern history, especially military
history.

MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR
As a fairly new Inshore Skipper with the Squadron, my next step
in my progression will be to gain an endorsement to Skipper of our
Rescue vessel Marine Rescue 4. I do have aspirations to be promoted
to Coxswain rank and with that being able to skipper Marine Rescue
2. Ultimately that has been my goal since joining. At this stage I don’t
necessarily aspire to Offshore Skipper rank but who knows how I
might feel in the future!

Normal Day
by Peter Tatham

J

at the Office

ust a normal call-out (or so I thought), when I responded to a
request for a crew member to attend a recent pump out activation
in Oates Canal, and subsequent tow to Runaway Bay Marina. Almost
as Skipper Peter Barker and I reached the VMR Base, we received an
urgent call from the Seaway Tower regarding a vessel being washed onto
the rocks on the northern wall of the Gold Coast Seaway.
Quickly departing the Base we reached the location, to find the 5
metre vessel high and dry on the rocks, and stuck fast. The Skipper, appearing uninjured, was still onboard his boat. With quite a swell running,
there was no opportunity for us to get close to the boat, and in parallel,
the noise of the waves hitting the rocks meant that we could not communicate with the Skipper either.
Whilst we considered the option of my swimming across to the boat,
this was discounted as being too dangerous in the prevailing conditions.
It was decided that I would be landed on the south western corner of
South Stradbroke Island and then I would do a swift bush walk to reach
the vessel. The goal was to try to assist the Skipper in climbing up the
rocks and then either walking back to the Broadwater, or onto the beach
on the eastern side of the island, where we hoped he could be assisted by
a jet-ski rider to get him back to safety.
So, armed with a mobile radio, water and a first aid kit, I tramped
across the tip of the island to reach the boat. On arrival I noted that
the Skipper was being supported by a number of surfers and with Surf
Lifesavers in attendance. However, it also became clear that Plan A was
not going to work given the force of the swell and the size of the rock
boulders that form the Seaway wall, and the resultant challenge that the
elderly (and not very mobile) Skipper would have faced.

As luck would have it, the Westpac Rescue Helicopter was in the
area on a training exercise. A message was passed from the rock wall to
the VMR vessel Marine Rescue 4, which was standing off the location,
then to VMR Base that Paramedics were required, as this person was
injured. The difficulty of the location also meant a helicopter was the
best means of retrieving this patient. The Surf Lifesavers in attendance
communicated this request to their helicopter, resulting in the aircraft
landing on the top of the rock wall, approximately five minutes later.
After briefing the air crew, the decision was made to extract the Skipper
by winch directly from the bow of his boat.
Unfortunately, at this stage, just as the helicopter was due to take
off a drone appeared overhead and so we had to wait until its controller
realised that it was interfering with the rescue. From here on, all went
according to plan, and the Skipper was lifted and transported to Doug
Jennings Park, on the south side of the Seaway where Paramedics were
waiting to treat him.
After a bush-walk back to the beach opposite Wavebreak Island, we
set off back on the original pump out and tow job. This was also successful.
After this was completed, we returned to see if we could salvage
the boat, but unfortunately it had turned upside down and was being
smashed by the ocean.
Later in the afternoon we received good news that the vessel’s Skipper had been treated in hospital and was recovering well.
As it so happened, this activation took place just as Commodore
Campbell Darby was starting his Review of Queensland Volunteer
Marine Rescue Organisations and so, during a pre-arranged meeting that
afternoon, our Squadron President was able to offer the incident as a
classic example of the effectiveness of the current arrangements:
• The staff in the Seaway Tower alerted VMR Southport to the
situation.
• A VMR crew were able to respond swiftly, including landing
a crew member to help manage the local response, and
ensuring that the Water Police were kept in the picture
• Surf Lifesavers responded to support the situation, utilising
their assets.
• VMR Southport’s strong relationship with the Qld Ambulance
Service resulted in a swift activation of Paramedics to treat
the Skipper after his ordeal.
All in all, therefore, a good test of our collective capabilities.
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Notable
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

A

man contacted VMR recently requesting a tow of his
disabled sailing vessel from east of Burleigh Heads to
Southport. A crew were dispatched and located the drifting vessel,
taking it in tow. On arrival at Southport the vessel was anchored in
the Marine Stadium where the Skipper proceeded to tell the VMR
crew how unlucky he had been on his journey. He had left the
Tweed River earlier in the morning, where his engine had broken
down just short of the Tweed Bar. He managed to quickly hoist
his sails to get him through the Bar, then as he was just north of
Currumbin his rigging failed, ripping his sail and leaving him in
further distress and needing to call for assistance. Given that the
seas were quite lumpy and the wind was blowing 15 - 20 knots
on the day from the north, the crew were left wondering why the
Skipper left the Tweed knowing he had a problem with his vessel,
given the conditions were not ideal. A simple tow back to a safe
haven in the Tweed River, where the engine problem could have
been looked at, could have eliminated a lot of risk to both the
Skipper, his vessel, his crew members and that of the VMR crew
who assisted.

A

n extremely distressed man recently called VMR stating
his female friend had gone missing from their Cruiser
anchored in the Labrador channel. The tender to the Cruiser had
become untied and floated away, resulting in the lady attempting
to retrieve it. She had jumped into a second vessel attached to
the Cruiser, an inflatable boat, which ‘wasn’t‘ inflated, and hence
ended up in the water, drifting away with the tide and not being
seen or heard from in 30 minutes. Given this happened in the
night hours, the Gold Coast Water Police were contacted and a
search was initiated. Soon after the man contacted VMR again to
say the lady had been picked up by another vessel and was safe.
A good result given the circumstances.

A

jetski rider and his passenger had an extremely lucky
escape recently when their craft collided with an anchored
vessel near the Seaway. VMR were notified of the incident and
attended. Whilst the anchored vessel was seriously damaged,
and nobody was injured, the jetski rider had a rare luck story
to tell. Given the speed of the jetski at the time of the collision,
and the riders attempt to turn away from the vessel, the vessels
anchor rope made contact with the jetski riders chin. ‘Someone
from above‘ must have intervened as the rope could have caused
a very nasty injury, but fortunately didn’t.

A

jetski owner requested VMR assistance after his craft had
a mechanical failure recently. When asked if the ski was
fitted with a ‘tow tap‘ enabling it to be towed at speed the man
indicated he had no idea of what a ‘tow tap‘ was but if VMR towed
the jetski only in a ‘forward motion and not backwards‘ he would
be happy. The VMR Skipper did as requested, and explained
to the man that no vessel is towed in any direction other than
forward.
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A

VMR Radio Operator received a phone call from a very
distressed man while recently on shift. The man’s wife was
having a serious medical episode onboard their vessel, and he
requested urgent medical assistance. The Radio Operator, who
has medical qualifications, was able to assist in helping the man
to stay calm, whilst making his wife comfortable, and as they were
close to the mainland, he was able to be directed to Paradise
Point. The Radio Operator had also contacted the Ambulance
Service so Paramedics could be dispatched to treat the patient.
The lady was taken to hospital, and reportedly recovered well
from the incident. A really great effort.

A

phone call was received at VMR Southport recently from
a man who was requesting transport to a vessel that
was anchored at Wavebreak Island. All on board the vessel
had had way too much fun on the day, as well as way too many
liquids, and there was no possible way for the vessel to be safely
navigated back to its mooring at Southport. The man was a
replacement Skipper. VMR were happy to oblige and transport
the man if it meant everyone getting back safely. A substantial
donation was made in appreciation of VMR assistance.

Steer clear

of aids to navigation for a win-win

Queensland Government
Maritime Safety Queensland

T

he humble aid to navigation, in its many and varied forms, has
for millennia been the mariner’s best friend. Be it a day marker,
a lighthouse, a lead light or a buoy, its primary purpose has been a
noble one - to stand proud at the entrance to navigation channels or as
a position indicator of a navigation hazard, safeguarding mariners by
guiding them on how to position their vessels to avoid dangers lurking
beneath the waterline.
As the providers and maintainers of some 8,000 navigation aids
(structures, lights and signs) dotting Queensland’s ports, harbours, rivers,
creeks, inlets and islands, we at Maritime Safety Queensland like to
think mariners appreciate the service they provide. We’d also like to
think they’d return the ‘safeguarding’ favour by keeping their distance
from aids to navigation as they pass by.
The vast majority of mariners do exactly that. But lately we’ve had
cause to wonder about a minority who evidently do not. We’re becoming
increasingly concerned about navigation aids being impacted and
damaged by vessels operating too close to them.
The problem does not seem restricted to any single sector of the
maritime community. From the towering structures marking our major
shipping lanes - snapped like matchsticks by massive trading ships - to
the smaller navigation aids knocked over by racing yachts, or bent over
by impacts from small commercial craft or dented by tinnies – none
seem immune.
Our concerns with this situation are twofold. First and foremost,
they are for the safety of the mariners and vessels directly involved. But
secondly, for the safety of other mariners who rely upon navigation aids
that are compromised or rendered inoperative by these impacts.
Underlying those concerns is the certain knowledge that, almost
by definition, mariners whose vessels collide with a navigation aid are
falling down on some fundamentals of good seamanship – keeping a
proper lookout and keeping a safe distance from other objects in the
water. The consequences of that can be serious.
Some recent marine incident reports we’ve received in respect of
collisions with aids to navigation suggest an over-reliance by mariners
on modern technological navigational assistance, or the inappropriate
use of same.
Global Positioning System applications have revolutionised
navigation in all modes of transport and, properly used, can certainly
enhance safety. But some mariners are running the risk of what we call
“GPS-assisted collisions” – those instances where GPS is relied upon or
used in such a way as to contribute to a marine incident rather than avoid
it.
Mariners regularly use navigation aids near waypoints to assist in
their voyage planning because they are normally the most recognisable

points at which to make an alteration in course. This is especially
important in unfamiliar waters or conditions of poor visibility. The
successful use of this technique assumes the master is at all times
keeping a proper lookout, is aware of the navigational situation the aid is
marking and has not been distracted.
Distraction can come in many forms - by something occurring on the
vessel, by a mobile phone call, or by a sudden urge to use the vessel’s
autopilot while making an ill-advised cup of tea! A rude awakening
caused by a sudden juddering, noisy impact with an aid to navigation is
one possible outcome.
It also assumes that someone else out on the water is not using the
same navigation aid as a waypoint. In this situation a few moments’
inattention could result in a collision between vessels. Long story short:
maintain a proper lookout at all times.
We also are aware of numerous instances where mariners have
simply not observed the requirement to keep a safe distance from
navigation aids. For instance, collisions have occurred when racing craft
have used navigation aids in the same way as a snow skier might use
a slalom gate – sailing up close before changing course to turn in tight
proximity to the structure to gain a competitive advantage, only to find
they have miscalculated or run out of room. A collision then occurs.
Repeated instances of this happening have led us to place conditions in
aquatic event permits requiring a 20 metre exclusion zone to be placed
around some aids to navigation. That would not be necessary if mariners
were exercising the basic requirements of good seamanship by keeping a
proper lookout and keeping a safe distance.
Section 107A of the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Act
1994 permits us to pursue cost recovery for damaged aids to navigation
from the master or owner of a vessel responsible for it. Those costs can
easily run into five figures and there are ways to identify the vessels
responsible if the marine incident causing the damage is not reported by
their masters (this is an offence in itself, for which the fine is currently
$391).
Most importantly, if you damage an aid to navigation please report
it as soon as possible to Maritime Safety Queensland. Having damaged
the navigation aid, if you don’t report it you are putting the next vessel to
pass this area – your fellow mariners – at greater risk as they will have to
navigate without its assistance.
But we would much prefer that mariners don’t get themselves into
this situation in the first place. By far the best way to avoid it is to
exercise those basic seamanship skills. Pass aids to navigation at a safe
distance and contribute to a “win-win” situation for yourself, your fellow
mariners and Maritime Safety Queensland.
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50 YEARS ON
olunteer Marine Rescue Southport-Surfers Paradise

has served the boating community for over 50 years and today
is recognized as the largest Blue Water Marine Rescue Squadron in
Queensland.
It all began 50 years ago when an experienced Gold Coast boatie
ran an illegal HF radio from his home on the Isle of Capri. In 1963, Reg
Leigh-Smith began a radio coverage for vessels operating along the east
coast.
During these first years, if any work came in around the Gold
Coast area, a team of local boat owners would put to sea in their own
boats to assist vessels in distress. The first dedicated rescue vessel was
purchased in 1966 and the unit became the Southport-Surfers Paradise
division of the Gold Coast and Northern Rivers Air Sea Rescue. The
statistical figures revealed that the unit saved 37 lives in its first 14
months of operation. Eventually a meeting of interested stakeholders
was called for 1st December, 1968 at the Southport RSL and Air Sea
Rescue Gold Coast was formed.

50 years on the unit is named Volunteer Marine Rescue SouthportSurfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. and is based in a modern dedicated complex
on the Spit at Main Beach.
To celebrate our Golden Anniversary, VMR Southport will return to
the Southport RSL to hold a special function for members and guests on
Saturday 13 July 2019.
The RSL at Southport is where the inaugural meeting of our
Association (ASR as it was known then) took place, so a historic return
is a great idea. This location is central, with ease of access, and plenty of
parking.
If you would like to attend, payment instalments may be made to the
following bank account using reference
VMR Membership Number and Surname
BSB 064 000
Account No 12995546
Enquiries to VMR Base - 55 911 300

Jaycee 11
in Air-Sea Rescue colours

MARINE RESCUE 2 today

Volunteer Marine Rescue
SOUTHPORT - SURFERS PARADISE
Assoc. Inc.

PO Box 866 Southport Qld 4215
Phone: 5591 1300
Fax: 5532 0331
E-mail: info@vmrsouthport.com.au
Web Site: www.vmrsouthport.com.au
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A MEMORABLE

RED CREW

EXPERIENCE

aturday 13th October was a very memorable
day for Red Crew, given the atrocious weather,
with heavy rain squalls, strong winds and a very heavy
swell in the Gold Coast Seaway. It was also equally
memorable for the rescue of a distressed scuba diver.
Just before 1230hrs, a member of the public walking
along the Seaway Wall spotted a diver lying face-up
in the water, but apparently not moving. Thinking
quick, he contacted VMR Southport, suggesting that
assistance may be needed. At the time there was also a
strong outgoing tide, which clearly had the potential to
lead to further significant danger.
Fortunately, all Rescue vessels and crews were
at the VMR Base, having completed their morning
training. Marine Rescue 2 was quickly despatched to
investigate. Meanwhile, the member of the public
rang again to explain that there were three divers in
this group, and so a second vessel was also made
ready.
At this point Marine Rescue 2 reached the male
diver and managed to get him onboard the Rescue
vessel, but he was clearly in a very bad shape, lying
motionless, unable to communicate and close to losing
consciousness. His equipment was removed (of itself
quite a challenge) and blankets placed over him.
Whilst in parallel, our Skipper was able to confirm
that the other two divers were untroubled. Marine
Rescue 2 swiftly returned to the VMR Base, which
was being prepared by other members of Red Crew,
with the pontoon cleared to enable easy docking of the

S

Rescue vessel. Additional crew members were also on
hand, ready to provide 1st Aid assistance to the patient.
After carrying the patient to the protection of the
VMR boat shed, the diver’s wetsuit was removed, and
Red Crew QAS First Responder Adam Watson was
able to check on his health, which not surprisingly,
indicated a very low body temperature. The man was
shivering profusely. Over a short period of time the
diver’s condition began to improve and his shivering
was reduced, reflecting the effect of the blankets used
to warm him up. His blood pressure and blood sugar
level were also checked, being stable
During this time the diver’s colleagues reached the
VMR Base, and the story of the event was told. The
3 men were exploring the area around the undersea
pipe that crosses the Seaway, as this is a known area
for fish to congregate. Whilst on the bottom, the man
ran out of oxygen in his dive tank. In order to reach
the surface of the water, with no air to breathe, he
ditched his weight belt, resulting in the situation being
observed by the member of the public.
In short, this man was a very lucky individual,
but at the same time, the breadth of the capabilities
of VMR Southport crews, and our ability to respond
swiftly and effectively, was able to meet the task
of transporting and aiding the diver under these
challenging circumstances.
Well done Red Crew.
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ACTIVE MEMBER
PROMOTIONS
Active Members who have
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:
Offshore Skipper
Matt Fitzpatrick
Coxswain
Rex Scott
Inshore Skipper
Mary Jane Michelmore  
senior crew
Gitte Gunthorpe
Crew
Peter Tatham
Scott James
Recruit
Rodrigo Fonseca
Jess Hannan
Radio Operator
Greg Reynolds
Wayne Hughes
Matthew Spence
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SOME STATS
AUGUST
2018

SEPTEMBER
2018

OCTOBER

Towed Vessels

36

31

28

Jump Starts

4

2

1

Pump Outs

1

2

Transporting

1

5

3

Medical

4

3

5

Searches

2

1

Dispersals

2

Public Relations

2

2

4

Crew Training

50

61

43

Groundings

9

8

2

Other

10

7

12

121

122

99

ACTIVATIONS

2018

Fire
Standby

TOTALS
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Overseas Visitors

to the Seaway Tower

n Wednesday 5th September 2018, VMR Southport Radio
Operator Matt Spence and I had a visit at the Seaway Tower
from a couple who wished to have a look at the Gold Coast Seaway from
above, as they were leaving the following day to head south on a sailing
voyage. We were introduced to Dutch couple, Wietze and Janneke , and
they told us they were into the fifth year of a trip around the world in
their New Zealand built 13metre yacht ‘Anna Caroline’. There is still
another 3 years ahead of them.
They had arrived on the Gold Coast one month earlier from New
Zealand, and during that time had travelled to Uluru, Alice Springs
and Kings Canyon. Their next port of call was Coffs Harbour, then
Newcastle and Sydney. When in port they take every opportunity to
see as much of the surrounding countryside, and as many animals and
people as possible. In their short time in Australia so far I am sure they
have seen more of the country than many Australians. Their plans are
to arrive in Hobart to see the end of the Sydney to Hobart yacht race,
then continue around the southern tip of Tasmania, and across the Great
Australian Bight to Western Australia, where they will explore the areas
discovered by the early Dutch explorers.
If anyone is interested in this voyage, they can be followed on AIS
and also Facebook under SY Anna Caroline. They post videos and
photos of their visits to each port.
We wish them a safe voyage for the rest of their trip.

O

by Glenys Paschedag

Wietze and Janneke with Glenys at The Seaway Tower

Around the World by boat
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MINISTER FOR STATE DEVELOPMENT,
MANUFACTURING, INFRASTRUCTURE AND
PLANNING CAMERON DICK MP 29 NOVEMBER 2018

Setting sail towards community
consensus for The Spit

stakeholders, landowners, business owners
and local government.
My department has spoken with nearly 1500
people on the master plan options for The
Spit, which present 72 separate ideas across
the area’s seven unique precincts, while
more than 650 surveys have been
undertaken through our online hub.
Overwhelmingly, the community has been
telling us The Spit needs better access to the
Broadwater and improved pedestrian
pathways.

The Gold Coast is Queensland’s next world
city, and we want to have a world-class
vision for The Spit – an iconic part of our
state.

People want improvements at the Top of
The Spit, but they’d like it to remain largely
open space. They’re also supportive of the
southern end being reinvigorated for
business and commercial use, among other
things.

That’s why the Palaszczuk Government is
aiming to bring an end to the decades of
debate that have long clouded the future of
The Spit through a detailed master planning
process.
This is the first time in 15 years that any
level of government has engaged with the
community in a meaningful way regarding
The Spit – to enable a genuine exchange of
information and ideas in the pursuit of an
agreed vision for the area.
When we started this process, the Premier
asked me to bring people together to
establish a strong spirit of consensus about a
new plan for The Spit, and I am pleased to
say this is a plan being produced by the
community, for the community.

Additionally, people have commented on the
need to maximise the strong relationship
between what happens on The Spit and the
maritime activities that occur on the
Broadwater.
It’s about getting the balance right between
protecting environmental and community
values, while also allowing appropriate
commercial development on The Spit.

Our process has been met with enthusiastic
support from Gold Coast residents, key
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I’d like to thank everyone in the community
who has participated in this process,
including the City of Gold Coast and the
Gold Coast Waterways Authority, which
have worked in partnership with our
government to produce this blueprint for the
future.

We have received more than 14,000 pieces
of feedback on the master planning options
and have so far conducted two master
planning workshops, each attended by
around 50 key stakeholders and community
representatives.
In early 2019, we’ll finish the draft master
plan, which will then go out for additional
community consultation, and following this
there’ll be a further two master planning
workshops ahead of the master plan being
finalised and released.

This is a fantastic opportunity to create more
jobs for the Gold Coast through tourism,
entertainment and recreation, while
preserving the unique character of The Spit
for many generations to enjoy.
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Visit to the

Royal National Lifeboat Institute
by Greg Turner
A trip to the United Kingdom would not be complete
without a visit to a lifeboat station, well that’s according
to VMR Southport Senior Skipper Greg Turner.

O

n a recent trip to England and Scotland we had arranged to visit
both the RNLI headquarters at Poole, and a lifeboat station at
Plymouth. Both facilities were equally impressive, but for quite different
reasons. The Plymouth Lifeboat Station is housed in the old Customs
House established in the mid-1800s, and converted into the lifeboat
station. It is a modest facility for the rescue crews but provides the space
needed for their individual kit, office space and meeting and crew rooms.
We were greeted by RNLI Plymouth’s Coxswain Dave Milford who
took us for a tour of the station and the lifeboats, which are berthed at the
nearby marina. Dave is one of two full time crew stationed at Plymouth
and his main role is to be ready for activation, as well as keeping the
boats and equipment in first class condition. The other full timer is
the engineer, who is tasked with keeping the lifeboats in operational
readiness. These two crewmen are supported by the station’s volunteers
who are available to respond for immediate call out.
The Plymouth Lifeboat Station has three rescue boats at the ready
with their main rescue boat being a 17 metre Severn Class lifeboat. We
got the full tour of this most impressive ship that has been in service
since 2002. This all-weather lifeboat, named Sybil Mullen Glover,
is in immaculate condition as she lay at her berth, all due to the care
of the crew and a recent 15 year refit. Each of the RNLI’s Severn
Class lifeboats is treated to a 15 year refit and the Sybil Mullen Glover
was beaming after her recent work. We were told that the Plymouth
station had the larger class of lifeboat due to the ferry activity at the
port requiring a larger boat on standby. It was amazing to hear that the
Severn Class boats can carry 180 persons, in an emergency situation,
provided they all stood up! The other rescue boats at the station were
rigid hulled inflatables of between 6 and 8 metres in length. These are
impressive looking craft that also have the ability to self-right in the
event of capsize.

The cost of a Severn Class lifeboat is around £3.5M, so taking good
care of them is paramount, not only for demanding rescue missions but
due to the fact that all funding for the RNLI comes from the community.
Amazingly the service is totally funded from donations, with no funding
coming from the government. The annual cost of running the service
throughout the UK, which has 238 lifeboat stations and over 350
vessels in the national fleet, is reportedly £170M. It was most evident
throughout our travels across the UK that the RNLI is a respected and
well-supported community service.
Our next RNLI visit was to the organisation’s headquarters in Poole,
England. Now this facility is on a whole other level to what we are used
to in Australia. The Poole facility is located on several hectares on the
waterfront with a number of buildings that house their boat building
facility, a college, administrative wings, and an accommodation wing
which include a restaurant and a well- stocked bar. We overnighted
at the Poole headquarters staying in the hotel where we enjoyed the
hospitality and friendliness of both the staff and other guests. Tours are
available of this impressive facility but we were out of luck as we visited
on a Saturday night with only the hotel and restaurant open.
The RNLI College is another standout feature of the Poole
headquarters. Crews from around the UK visit the college as part of their
training program throughout the year. The college has a sea survival
pool that can mimic storm conditions using large fans placed around the
pool. As the majority of rescue missions undertaken by the RNLI are
carried out in cold and rough conditions, crew members need to be well
trained in carrying out rescues whilst wearing bulky survival suits and
special kit designed especially for the cold climate.
As you sit in the restaurant and admire the view through large
windows overlooking the fleet of rescue vessels, either brand new or
just completed refit, we noticed a few of the boats did not have the
distinctive bright orange superstructure of the other RNLI rescue craft.
Of course, curiosity got the better of us, asking why some boats tied up
at their docks had a grey superstructure. “Good question” was the reply.
We were advised that they are different from the rescue boats as they are
the boats used specifically for crew training missions.
As we toured around England and Scotland we became more
impressed with the RNLI, how it is run and the respect the service has
amongst the general community. There is a lot to be learned from many
aspects of their operation and how they achieve their operational high
standard. If you are travelling around the UK or find yourself in Poole,
make sure you plan a visit to a lifeboat station or the headquarters, it’s
certainly an eye-opener.
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GETTING THINGS DONE

ON THE WATERWAYS

G

old Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) has been busy
delivering several important projects over the last few months,
just in time for the busy summer boating season ahead.
Stage 4 of the Doug Jennings Park Improvement Project is about
to wrap up and adds to the enhancements already completed. Stage 3
of the works were finished almost a year ago, and the latest inclusions
complete the ring road upgrade, and a shared footpath around the
park, as well as adding more formalised car parking, picnic tables and
landscaping.
A landscaped grassy mound is currently being built in the park and
is due to be completed by December.
Boaties at Paradise Point will be pleased to hear that the upgrade
works to the Paradise Point pontoon are now complete and it is open for
use. The project focused on repairing and upgrading the structure, and
will reduce ongoing maintenance and repair costs. Solar lighting has
also been added to the pontoon.
The Canaipa Passage dredging project has now wrapped up,
contributing to GCWA’s commitment to maintain and improve
navigational access to our waterways. The $600,000 project saw two
areas of Canaipa Passage dredged, and the sand used to replenish the
beach at Slipping Sands.
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GCWA are working in collaboration with the Department of State
Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning (DSDMIP)
and the City of Gold Coast on the Spit Masterplan project. The project
has been underway, with extensive community consultation, since
August 2017 and an Options Report, based on the community and
stakeholder feedback received to date, has just been released, detailing
proposed options for The Spit.
The project team are calling for all Gold Coasters to now have their
say on the options presented, and these comments will help develop the
final draft Masterplan in early 2019.
You can have your say on this important project until November
25 by heading to the project website at https://haveyoursay.dsdmip.
qld.gov.au/the-spit or by visiting one of the several pop up community
engagement sessions.
For more information about GCWA projects head to their website
www.gcwa.qld.gov.au and follow them on Facebook.

School Holiday Patrols
n the first weekend of the recent school holidays, officers from
the Gold Coast Water Police, Brisbane Water Police, Maritime
Safety Queensland and Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol joined
forces in an attempt to make the waterways safer for the school holidays.
The officers based themselves at the Jumpinpin and engaged with water
users throughout the Southern Moreton Bay Islands.
In excess of 170 vessels were intercepted over the weekend with no
masters detected drink driving, which was great news for water users.
Unfortunately there were still some people doing the wrong thing and
35 marine infringement notices were issued, along with proceedings
commenced against 3 people for exceeding fishing bag limits.
The overall behaviour of those on the waterways was great and
officers from all agencies thank those responsible water users. Another
similar operation is planned for the start of the December school
holidays and Police are appealing for people to practice safe boating to
ensure another incident free holiday period on the water.

O
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JOANNA SCHON

INSHORE SKIPPER

JOINED VMR SEPTEMBER 2009

WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
To give back to the community and meet new people in an
environment that I love - boating, and being on the water.
WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF
VMR?
The Sense of community, pride, and achievement for a job
well done, being part of a team, and being out in the water on our
beautiful Gold Coast. Also, I have met some fantastic and interesting
people that I probably wouldn’t cross paths with in my normal life.
WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU
HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN?
There have been many notable jobs. We were called one evening
to evacuate a wedding party off the sandbanks north of Crab Island.
Their charter vessel had run aground. That was very interesting.
Generally it is rewarding just to receive the gratitude of the boating
public when we help them out, and do the job professionally. It
is also very rewarding when I take an all female crew out on the
Rescue vessel. The look of surprise from some of the blokes can be
quite different. It is a sense of achievement showing that girls can do
anything.
WHAT DO I DO IN MY SPARE TIME?
Currently I work as a Bookkeeper, and I enjoy helping small
business achieve efficiencies, while improving their bottom line.
I commenced University studies at 40 years of age, which opened
up many opportunities for work. I recently completed my MBA (
Finance ).
I like to travel, and often go to places where I can Scuba Dive. If I
can get out on a boat as well, that’s a bonus. I also enjoy riding my
push bike around the coastal paths, and go to the gym regularly to
keep fit.
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MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR Don’t really have any. Just happy to see where things take me.

Shipboard Safety Course
by Guy Coubrough

O

ver three theory sessions in October, and a practical training day
in November, seven new VMR Southport members undertook a
course in the Elements of Shipboard Safety.
This course is mandatory in the VMR Southport training matrix,
prior to a member being able to obtain Crew ranking.
On the first evening training session, topics such as Occupational
Health and Safety at sea, risk assessment, and Safety Management
Systems for vessels are taught. Students must learn how to participate
in abandon ship procedures, how to risk assess and manage hazards on
board a Commercial Vessel, and how to interpret marine legislation such
as Regulations and Codes of Practice.
On the second evening, it’s all about Fighting Fires onboard a vessel.
Learning the different types of fire extinguishers, what different colour
extinguishers mean, and what type of fires they extinguish best, how to
prevent fires on a vessel, and how to protect yourself and your crew from
a fire, are some of the topics taught.
On the third evening students are taught Survival at Sea. This is
where they learn about life rafts, how to activate a life raft, how to
survive in a life raft, and how to ensure the safety of everyone in a life
raft until help arrives.
At the conclusion of each session students are required to undertake
an assessment, usually consisting of around 40 multiple choice
questions, which can bring those who have not done their study undone.

Having conducted these courses over several years at VMR, I
find the students take the course very seriously, gain a great deal of
knowledge from the subject matter, and recognise that they are working
in a dangerous environment. All students receive very good results in
their assessment through their own hard study and participation.
The most enjoyable part of doing the Elements of Shipboard safety
Course is the Practical Day. Here we put all our theory into practice.
The students activate a life raft and practice boarding manoeuvres
after reviewing the use of lifesaving techniques in the water wearing
life jackets. Students gain a first hand experience igniting flares, and
exercises are carried out to mimic a real-life situation at night in a raft. A
fire, in a specially made pit, is also extinguished using fire extinguishers
of different types.
Generally, VMR Southport runs two/three of these courses per year
and the learning experiences gained on this day are fantastic with the
emphasis on communication and teamwork being most important.
While students continue to enjoy these courses, and the great
learning benefits continue to flow, I will keep organising and
participating in these courses.
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super snaps
The Green Crew ladies hard at work
on an offshore tow.

Our VMR Maintenance man Rex
can fix anything
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

VMR
55 911 300

Place your

BUSINESS CARD
here for a year
for details contact

5591 1300
Evolution Sailmakers
Supporting local and visiting
sailors to the Gold Coast for
more than 30 years.
Performance Cruising and Racing Sails,
Sail Repairs, Lazy Jack Boom Bags,
UV Strip Replacement, Sail Furlers,
Blocks and Ropes.
Contact Graham Sherring: 55 377433
Email: info@evolutionaust.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador 4216
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